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ABSTRACT 
 

The recent developments in electrical power system are enormously on demand side management for grid integration with 

compound renewable energy sources (RES). At a transitory look synchronization up- gradation predominantly focuses on the 

different parameters of electrical systems. This paper presents the testing and exploration of fabricated three phase inverter of 10 

kW for multiple sources of energy like solar PV, wind energy, battery and diesel generator for three phase grid integration. It is 

in consideration with an optimal power flow assessment of these sources.  The real time monitoring, controlling and protection 

is provided through digital signal processor (DSP) and protective switchgears. The constraints are lively for coordinating of 

voltage, frequency and oscillations at the point of common coupling (PCC) during grid integration with RES. Also, these are 

advantageous for the switching of protective devices through remote monitoring and control. To conclude, with these features 

testing is accomplished for linear, nonlinear and dynamic loading. These results are proximate to the specified tolerance at 

different universal moral. 
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1.  BASIC 
 

The electricity distribution systems are experiencing a 

major amendment due to the inclusion of demand side smart 

appliances loads and non-conventional distributed generation 

(DG) units. These programmable dependable smart appliances 

loads have the capability to control their real power 

consumption [1][4]. Disparately, the power electronics devices 

like inverters used for interfacing of solar photovoltaic (PV), 

wind energy, fuel cells etc., with the existing grid can harvest 

or place away reactive power, affect to fine percentage voltage 

regulation across the distribution feeders [2]. Therefore, it is 

needed to deals with distributed management of apparent 

power ( including active and reactive power) in supply 

systems leading a large number of programmable loads and 

DG units, distributed across the feeders [2][3]. Stochastic user 

interface design tools are established to cope with the 

fundamental RES improbability. So that an optimal control of 

reactive power that is adaptive to the RES generation need to 

be incorporated [5][6]. The prominent challenges in power 

(real and reactive) management is that the power flow 

equations need to be multifaceted in nature, for the complete 

form of power flow equations in radial distribution systems 

[3][7]. In recent years, rounded estimates or moderations have 

followed to render the significant optimization difficulties [8]. 

The centralized reactive power management problem are 

depends on a direct estimate of the power flow contrasts in 

radial networks [8][9]. In this paper it is presented a 

framework for real and reactive power management in 

distribution systems under uncertainty of RES power 

generation, which adopt deterministic optimization models. 

The complete tactic is spreads to a stochastic programming 

model; however decision making happens in two stages. These 

verdicts are the real power consumption of programmable 

loads and the reactive power generated or consumed by the  

 

RES inverters [10][12]. The proposition is that the inverter 

reactive power decided by an elegance of adaptive to the real 

power generated by the RES units and same demonstrated as 

an  arbitrary by compelling values from a set of possible set-

ups [11][13]. 

The monitoring, control and protection of the smart grid 

are probable to be considered by the strictures of 

communications strategies used at generation and demand 

Side [14]. Distributed monitoring and control has typical 

features of generation resources and involvement of loads in 

the energy management, also need for fast and local reactivity 

for dynamic control and protection [15]. From the innovative 

technology of the convenient energy sources and through the 

regular variability of some RES, the compassion to individual 

load disparity is greater than in traditional systems. Effective 

and conservation fascinated energy management for modern 

development of the building sectors which contributes the 

large portion of electricity consumption and greenhouse gas 

emission [16]. For smart microgrid and RES integration it has 

provided an opportunity to improve the building energy 

efficiency, minimize energy cost, and reduce the greenhouse 

emission. In precise, instigated fabricated device should be 

tested in the convolution of the environment in which they 

will operate. The focus in this work is particularly on 

integrating RES with the communication aspects in 

monitoring and control. The hardware and component design 

are not exempt by the same complications of designing, 

validating and testing control algorithms without losing 

essential dynamic behaviors [17]. 

The smartgrid is the combination of energy transmission 

engineering and advanced information technology. It is 
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expected to be a powerful solution for societies pursuing high 

efficiency with uninterrupted power [18][19]. This paper 

presents concerns for power and energy, based on a distributed 

control model of energy systems. RES taken into 

consideration and a 10 kW grid tied three phase module is 

designed and fabricated. The perception is instigated for 

system setup for optimal power flow with monitoring, control 

and protection, which acts as a smart grid, Fig. 1 gives thought 

process for of research for power flow. The conception is 

herewith proposes interface of developed device as smart-

inverters. The communication device realizes effective system 

around both an information network and an energy network 

for distributed energy control for the exploration of power 

flow. Testing and discussions are described in detailed with 

results of diversified loads and conclusion on ultimate results. 

 
Fig.1.Sources of energy of RES, Battery, DG and existing grid 

for grid integration 

 

2.   MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

2.1 Exploration of Power Flow 

 

 The modern developments of grid integration are 

emphases on optimal power flow exploration for distributed 

energy sources. The grid integration facets in the control 

design process for smartgrid uses requires the development of 

theoretical procedures persistent from the conventionally 

approved control devices [20][21]. Each exploration of power 

flow is with view of considering single RES and utility 

available at that node.  

In view of distributed generation there may be multiple 

sources of energy generation as shown in figure1. The power 

flow exploration with optimal way is represented in such 

complicated power system [9]. Even it is necessary to 

implement such topology in the commercial and industrial 

demand side management as a distributed system. Therefore, 

in this paper the comprehensive concept is summarized by 

fabricating such a device which will scatter the demand side as 

an uninterrupted. For which the hardware is designed, 

developed and fabricated for performing the desired task of 10 

KW demand. 

2.2 Major Components of Three Phase Inverter 

It mainly consists of a DSP, IGBT, Hall-effect (HE) 

sensor, temperature sensor, D.C. capacitors, RES Input 

Capacitor and Display. Using these components the device is 

developed and installed for supplying electricity at educational 

institute premises. The three phase inverter is mainly supplied 

with multiple input energy sources of RES as Solar PV (5 

KW, 170 V D.C.), Wind Energy (Induction generator 2.5 KW, 

230 V, 50 Hz, Single Phase), three phase existing grid (440 V, 

50 Hz), Battery (12 V, 10 AH – 10 Nos.) and Diesel Generator 

(100 kVA, 440 V, 50 Hz).  

The RES output is hardened for D. C. and given to 

common D.C. bus of 120 V. For same bus the battery 

conditioned D.C. is integrated. Further from the common D.C. 

bus IGBT (SKM195GB066D-200A/600V, SEMIKRON 

makes) bridge circuit has converted it into three phases 

pulsating output of 130 V. Then 10 kVA, 130V / 415 V, 50 Hz 

three phase delta / Star connected transformer converts it into 

three phase A.C. which is given to demand side utility. 

 

2.3 Metering Data for Exploration 

To implement the proposed system an apparent power 

equations at the derived output of system sources as shown in 

the Fig.1, as apparent power SI, SG, SL for RES inverter 

output, existing grid and demand side loads respectively (the 

diesel generator unit is a standby device) for fulfilling load 

side unhampered. This is an appropriate technique for the 

device for making decisions at PCC in opinion of coordinating 

the system parameters. The functional block consists of all the 

statistical blocks based on power flow strategies which concert 

of demand side management. 

 
Fig.2.RES metering system while furnishing loads 

The synchronizing of voltage, frequency and waveform at 

PCC for all output Powers as SI (t), grid power as the SG (t) 

and PB (t) as battery power for polyphase networks are the 

measure and tract of DSP at each output sensing through hall-

effect sensors. These sensors give the real time feedback to the 

processor for monitoring and control of power flow, in view of 

phase sequence and phase displacement. The concerned part 

of the DSP is from the attenuator device which generates pulse 

width modulation (PWM) as per prerequisite for matching the 

parameters at PCC. CANBUS is the parallel port which 

receives signal from the DSP board for display and mimic unit 
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for protection and alert alarms. User interface communication 

device interacts through ETHERNET having potential free 

contact forwards the various inputs like emergency power 

OFF, Solar irradiation, wind velocity, battery temperature and 

D.C. earth fault etc. on display unit. It simplifies the 

significance of demand side management with RES as a 

primary source of network [9]. The multiple RES D.C. output 

is given as input to the IGBT hex-bridge module, which 

delivers voltages (line / phase) and currents to the network 

[23]. 

 

2.4 Optimal Power Extractions of Grid Interconnection 

Networks 

The supplied voltages (VAN, VBN, VCN, VAB, VBC, 

VCA) and currents (iA) level is given by equations (1) – (7) 

for 1800 conduction (R-L load) or can be modified for 1200 

conduction with other nature of the loads [24].  
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���
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���
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3 )] sin(nωt − θ�) (7) 

 Where Vs − d. c. input voltage in volt ( RES), n = 1,3,5 

These equations give us the output parameters (voltages 

and currents) of multiple RES, which are useful for 

synchronizing voltages at PCC while grid integration in terms 

on magnitude and angle.  

Requisite of realization for higher dynamic abilities is 

also inspiring the traditional consolidated control architecture. 

Therefore it is necessary to treasure the right balance between 

centralized, distributed and delocalized control is one of the 

most stimulating theoretical challenges for the development of 

the imminent smart grid. The maximum voltage (Vm) and 

current (Im) are formulated as, 

             V= = 2V>�3    volt    and  

        I= =  2V>@3 R    Amp. ( for resistive load)      (8) 

 

It is possible to create an optimal flow from equation (7) 

of based on first order transfer functions for active (Pi) and 

reactive (Qi) power of the inverter as equations (9) and (10). dPFdt =  P=GHτJ �UJ  −  PFP=GH �                          (9) 

dQFdt =  Q=GHτN �UN  −  QFQ=GH �                       (10) 

Where Up, Uq output indication from inverter and Ʈp, Ʈq 

is time constant for active and reactive power, Pmax, Qmax 

maximum output of inverter respectively in equations (9) and 

(10). 

Then for electrical storage devices,  

  

  dPPdt =  P=GHPτP �UP  −  PPP=GH �                   (11) 

                                     dQRSdt =  b. PP                     (12)          
Ub is the signal for generated power of battery and Pmaxb 

is the maximum output power of battery in equations (11) and 

(12). 

It is necessary to recognize the output voltage at 

respective nodes, which are contingent of frequency and 

current. It will be the cause for the variation in the frequency 

as shown in equation (13) i.e. difference between on  PU  (t)Connected and P  (t) Generated 

 dω
dt =  λ YP(Z)[\�\]GZ\^  − P(Z) R��\SZ\^_ + (ω=GH −  α P −  ω )  (13) 

 

In islanded distributed generation it is important to uphold 

the frequency and voltage regulation. This is for control the 

frequency and voltage in a proper effective way and given in 

equation (14). 

J =  b ( ξd |ω − ω]\f|+ + ξg |VZ − V]\f|+Zh

Zi
)dt           (14) 

These equations are beneficial for maintaining the voltage 

and frequency around their reference values. This will be 

achieved by adjusting (ξd ,ξg ) the frequency and voltage 

regulation could be changed by providing such facility in the 

controller.  

From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 metering there is has direct access 

of RES and exiting grid parameters data while the fulfillment 

of loads. It is possible to get such analog metering system by 

interfacing designed device with software (VISIO). This can 

show individual source parameters of RES (Solar PV, Wind 

Energy, Fuel cells, etc.) as well as grid parameters which are 

useful for system monitoring while screening the data.  

 

3. TESTING AND EXPLORATION 
 

This section   presents the performance assessment of the 

implemented device using DSP for power quality indices and 

some important results. The setup consists of 

TMS320F28335PGFA DSP, sensor circuit, signal 

conditioning circuit, a three phase variable linear and non-

linear loads. The evaluation of  DSP-based programming is 
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confirmed on ‘C’ language on a PC have Intel Core processor 

of  i3, 2.8 GHz, 64-bit and 2 GB RAM [27]. PWM method for 

three-phase inverters with three sine-waves phase shifted by 

120° or 180° with the frequency of the preferred output 

voltage is compared with a very high frequency carrier 

triangle, the two signals are mixed in a comparator whose 

output is high when the sine wave is greater than the triangle 

and the comparator output is low when the sine wave or 

typically called the modulation signal is smaller than the 

triangle. In the present work PWM technique is used to control 

the switches of the inverter through hall-effect sensors. This is 

to digitize the power so that a sequence of voltage pulses can 

be generated by the ON and OFF the power contactors. The 

circuit consists of three phase IGBT inverter bridge having 

turn-on time of switch is 270 ns, turn-off time is 320 ns and 

switching frequency is 20 KHz. The complementary gate 

signals are delayed by a certain time to avoid simultaneous 

conduction of both switches in a leg. Delay between two 

complementary pulses should be more than 270+320=590 ns. 

Code generation is for combining the control logic and later 

generating the PWM signals, for smart meter technologies. 

The projected work have DSP programming for the controller 

and creating the microsoft-exel files used for extract real time 

data of device[25]. 

 
Fig.3. RES and existing grid metering while furnishing 

loads 

3.1 Interface of Solar PV and Existing Grid    

The switching action is monitored on the display unit and 

accessible at remote locations by using IP address insisted on 

the organism of Fig. 4 - Fig. 6. 

The Table 1-Table 3 are self-explanatory that the 

instigated invention fulfills distribution network of electricity 

loads by the tactic of multiple RES by doing grid integration.  

These devices has invited with protection anatomy for the 

distributed restrictions on display unit protection anatomy for 

the distributed restrictions on display unit for (a) Main menu 

window: parameter groups (b) Sub menu window: Grid 

parameters (c) Sub menu window: Inverter parameters (d) Sub 

menu window: RES parameters (e) Sub menu window: 

Statistics group (f) Sub menu window: Alarms (g) Sub menu 

window: Status. These parameters are useful for protecting the 

system or device from d. c. under / over voltage, output under 

/ over voltage, over loads / temperature / current, grid 

abnormal, RES fail or grid fail etc. which is an inbuilt feature 

added in inverter [26]. 

Fig. 4 and Table 1 show scrutiny of Solar PV grid 

interconnection while fulfillment of load requirement and 

switching status of contactors by accepting signals from hall-

effect sensors to the relays. 

 
Fig. 4. Solar PV and grid 

 

TABLE 1 

ON/OFF status of Solar PV and grid 
 

Sr. 

No. 

Condition 

of Loads 

Status of 

Switching 

Remarks 

SWSPV SWG 

1 SL = SI ON OFF Only RES  

( Solar PV) 

2 SL < SI ON ON Only RES  

( Solar PV) and  

( SI - SL ) 

supplied to grid 

as bidirectional 

flow. 

3 SL > SI ON ON Both RES  

( Solar PV) and 

grid 

3.2 Interface of Wind Energy and Existing Grid    

 
Fig. 5. Wind energy and grid 
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TABLE 2 

ON/OFF status of Wind Energy and grid 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Conditi

on of 

Loads 

Status of 

Switching 

Remarks 

SWWE SWG 

1 SL = SI ON OFF Only RES  

( Wind Energy) 

2 SL < SI ON ON Only RES  

(Wind Energy) 

and ( SI – SL ) 

supplied to grid as 

bidirectional flow 

3 SL > SI ON ON Both RES (Wind 

Energy) and grid 

 

Fig. 5 and Table 2 show scrutiny of Wind energy grid 

interconnection while fulfillment of load requirement and 

switching status of contactors by accepting signals from Hall 

Effect sensors to the relays. 

3.3 Interface of Solar PV, Wind Energy and Existing Grid  

Fig. 6 and Table 3 show scrutiny of Solar PV, Wind energy 

grid interconnection while fulfillment of load requirement and 

switching status of contactors by accepting signals from hall-

effect sensors to the relays. 

 
Fig. 6. Solar PV, Wind Energy and grid 

 

TABLE 3 

ON/OFF status of RES and grid 

 
Sr. 

No. 

Conditi

on of 

Loads 

Status of 

Switching 

Remarks 

SWWE SWG 

1 SL = SI ON OFF Only RES (Solar PV 

and Wind Energy) 

2 SL < SI ON ON Only RES (Solar PV 

and Wind Energy) and 

( SI - SL ) supplied to 

grid as bidirectional 

flow. 

3 SL > SI ON ON Both RES (Solar PV 

and Wind Energy) and 

grid 

From exploration of RES grid interconnection, it gives 

that while supplying the electricity to load the surplus power is 
injected to grid as a bidirectional flow with uninterrupted 

operation. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The testing is carried over a diversified load and 

situations. As the device has import / export data facility 

implanted in it for the different electrical parameters like 

current, voltage, active power in kW, reactive power in kVAR, 

apparent power kVA, power  factor (cosϕ) and frequency etc. 

The Fig. 7 shows the active power sharing of multiple RES 

and grid. These parameters are accessible during normal 

operation with or without grid integration of individual / 

multiple RES. The main task in research is synchronizing a 

voltage, frequency and waveforms at PCC while grid 

integration of multiple RES.  

Active power which is the dynamic grid support system 

has been implemented and it's working under a voltage drop 

incident has been verified. But whenever the reactive current 

is being injected into the grid, the active power fed needs to be 

proportionally throttled; else the total current might exceed the 

rated value of the plant which is practically not recommended. 

Hence another control block is included for throttling the 

active power in proportion to the increase in reactive power. 

This block will be activated whenever the reactive power 

control block is in operation. 

 

 
Fig.7. Active Power sharing between RES and Grid 

 

 
Fig.8. Voltage status of A phase at PCC for RES and Grid 
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The Fig. 8, Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show that for 

voltages, frequency the specified limit is achieved as per 

IEEE1547-2018. Implementation of the dynamic grid upkeep 

scheme is created on the logic mentioned above a controller 

block is developed for a low voltage ride through (LVRT) and 

reactive power control. At the same time the MPPT controller 

is switched off. LVRT controller then checks for the grid 

voltage and time from the instant of fault occurrence and 

sends the trip signal for the circuit breaker. At the same time, 

whenever LVRT controller is active, the reactive power 

controller computes the amount of reactive current to be 

inoculated into the network based on the magnitude of the 

voltage drop. The logic has been provided in DSP 

programming. It is seen that the reference generated during the 

disconnect period is zero.  

From the statistics at Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, it shows 

that, the continuous consistency of RES and grid voltages for 

synchronizing at PCC for the duration of one month, which a 

tolerance of 0.04 % voltage regulation between multiple RES 

and grid voltages and which is acceptable deviation in grid 

integration practices. 

 

 
Fig. 9.Voltage status of B phase at PCC for RES and Grid 

 

It will supportive for upcoming smart control centers, 

which are more anthropological, attentive for next generation 

monitoring utilities. It will provide the valuable uninterrupted 

information to machinists translating raw data in to useful 

format for defining desirable information. The huge volume of 

data can be transferred in to useful information. Therefore 

monitoring purposes may include cutting edge imagining 

techniques. which will help operators’ to process information 

rapidly.  

Also in Fig. 11 the frequency at the time synchronization 

has less variation, it constituency is very excellent. The 

frequency synchronizing of two or more a.c. sources is 

challenging task; the same is achieved in our system with 

desirable difference of 0.01 Hz consistently. 

 The research is beneficial for future generation online 

utilities and supportive for grid operators to decide wide range 

of operational boundaries in real time. The online monitoring 

of system parameters is morally built on contemporary 

operating conditions, does not effects on future system 

variations. If more or more renewable sources are integrated, 

power system will proficiency more uncertainties.[27] It will 

be give subsequent generation proactive online exploration 

and able to predict possible problems and optimize energy 

resources in a mode that demand response and energy storage 

is optimally balanced. It will help accomplish economic marks 

though improving grid reliability. The utilities would allow 

network operators to adopt a practical methodology to 

advance optimal directing schemes and mitigation tactics. 

Also coordinated protection and controlling strategies are 

developed to tackle sudden disturbances which may occur 

anytime in the power grid. It emphasized on major facts that, 

smart grid claims progressively need in the form of statistics 

gathering, communication abilities and data exploration 

techniques for solutions to exploit the data with artificial 

intelligence (AI). The ICT applications along the electricity 

circulation aspect have been presented with remotely 

monitoring of big data through IP address specified in the 

system [28]. 

 
  

Fig.10. Voltage status of C phase at PCC for RES and 

Grid 

It is also possible to monitor and control the power factor 

of inverter near to unity as shown in Fig. 12. The other 

parameters like KVAR, KVA, grid export / import power, 

battery charging / discharging status, DG utilization are 

recorded during the operation, which are useful for exploration 

of net generation and utilization status of individual / multiple 

sources of energy. The multiple RES device has been tested on 

the standard IEEE 1547-2018, test systems and a real time 

Indian Grid system on the rooftop of engineering institute. 

Reduction technique significantly reduced the number of 

variables and time required to solve optimal tracing problem. 

Earlier applying improved power flow tracing method, here 

we adopted progression power system network to find the 

reach sets of each load and energy supplied sources. A 

commercial optimization toolbox which failed to solve the 

large system like existing grid (India) without variable 

reduction, it solves the same system in 21.83 seconds with 

variable reduction technique. 

It has been noticed that grid interconnection for the smart 

grid can be significantly improved by implementing cutting 

edge modern communication technologies in the form of 

advanced multifunctioning metering infrastructure, big data 

communication, improved Machine to Machine (M2M) 
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communication performances, Energy Management Systems, 

etc.[29] . Same is addressed in conclusion that smart grid built 

on the ICTs of detecting, communications, and governing 

technologies which will offers a promising future for utilities 

and end users. 

 

 
Fig.11.Frequency (India – 50 Hz) statuses at PCC  

For RES and Grid 
 

 
Fig.12. Power factor of Inverter and grid 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

 In this research article, it is reported that the 

fabricated three phase inverter for the operation of multiple 

RES with existing grid for energy organization applications, 

which satisfactory gives optimal power to electrical utilization 

networks (loads) with redundancy control and maximum use 

of RES. The three phase inverter with multiple input of RES 

for a distributed energy management system  as a whole 

automatically configure both a communication and a power 

line network, and then compose a master/slave relationship for 

fulfillment of linear, nonlinear and dynamic loading on the 

demand side. Also, it is entitled to give reliable energy to the 

demanded system. The monitored power system technical 

parameters through IP address can make distributed generation 

as a smart grid by addressing the data to cloud computing. 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

PD – Load demand Power  

Pi – Inverter Output Power  

PG – Existing Grid Power 

Pdg – Diesel Generator Power 

Pspv – Solar PV Power 

Pwe – Wind Energy Power 

Pb - Battery Power 

Up - Active power output signal from inverter  

Uq - Reactive power output signal from inverter ξd   -  Coefficient of frequency regulation ξg   -  Coefficient of voltage regulation 
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